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Abstract. In this paper, we propose and analyze a one-dimensional stationary

quantum-transport model: the Schrodinger with variable mass. In the first part, we

prove the existence of a solution for this model, with a self-consistent potential deter-

mined by the Poisson problem, whereas, in the second part, we rigorously study its

semi-classical limit which gives us the kinetic model limit. The rigorous limit was based

on the analysis of the support of the Wigner transform.

1. Introduction. Electronic devices based on heterostructures are dominated by

quantum-interference effects, such as tunneling effect or wave interference. These phe-

nomena usually take place on active regions of the devices. One of the most representative

devices in describing such physical phenomena is the Resonant Tunneling Diode (RTD).

In general, semiconductor devices are three-dimensional structures. Here, the RTD is

represented in one dimension because of its geometry and doping profiles. We assume

that the quantum zone (Q) occupies an interval [0,1]. In addition, when the length of

the quantum zone (Q) is of the order of some nanometers, an electron submitted to the

microscopic periodic potential behaves like an electron of an effective mass m depending

on material. Therefore, we have to consider an effective mass approximation in studying

such devices. The more appropriate approach to effective-mass theory is the use of the

Daniel Ben Duke approach, which more conveniently includes the mass variation effects

[1]. In one dimension, the associated Hamiltonian is written as

h2 d ( 1 d

2 dx \m(x) dx/

It corresponds to the Schrodinger Hamiltonian when the mass is constant. We know

that the Schrodinger model has first been extensively analyzed in different contexts and

settings (see [2], [3], [4], [5], and [6]- ■ ■). There is a solution when the potential is either

prescribed or computed self-consistently. Its semi-classical limit has been analyzed in
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order to derive the interface conditions and to define the kinetic model limit (see [7], [8],

[9], [10], [11], [12], [13]...).
The mathematical analysis for the quantum and kinetic models developed up to now

do not take into account the variation of mass. The purpose of the present paper is to

study the quantum model Schrodinger with variable mass and to derive the associated

kinetic model.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sec. 2, we set the problem and define the model.

In Sec. 3, we prove the existence of a solution when the model is coupled to Poisson.

Finally, in Sec. 4, the semi-classical limit is investigated when analyzing the support of

Wigner transform and we conclude in Sec. 5.

2. Setting of the problem. As mentioned above and as treated in [7], the quantum

region (Q) is represented by an interval [0,1]. We suppose that the electrons, with charge

—e, are emitted at both sides of the region (Q). An external potential V is applied at

the edges of the device. We suppose that each edge is connected with the same material,

so for x < 0, V(x) = V- and for x > 1, V(x) — V+. Furthermore, the effective mass

depends on the variable x inside the Q zone and is constant outside. We denote by m_

its value for x < 0 and m+ its value for a; > 1. Then, let ip^ be the wave function

associated to electrons injected at the left side (—) and the right side (+) of the Q zone

according to the momentum q. It describes the transport of electron by the following

equation:

H2 d ( 1 dip,

2 dx \m(x) dx
^ - eV(x)ipf =

q T/ , .hv
— eV± +1 —

2m± 2
i>q, q > o, x g [o, l].

We have added an absorption term iin the second term of the left-hand side of

the previous equation, where u is a non-negative constant and h is the reduced Planck

constant. The absorption term is not needed in the analysis of the Schrodinger with

variable mass-Poisson for a fixed h. However, when passing to the limit ft —> 0, it will

provide independent a priori estimates.

For the boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = 1, we assume that is a wave coming

from ±oo with an amplitude equal to 1. A part of it is reflected by the potential and

goes back to ±oo, whereas the other part is transmitted and travels to =Foo.

Since V is defined on the intervals ] — oo, 0] and [1, +oo[, the Schrodinger with variable

mass can be solved explicitly and is given by

ipg{x) = el*-x + r~e~i^x,t/jg(x) = e * Vq ™++2em-(v- v+^x for a: < 0 (2.1)

^(x) = t~ek V^+^+^-^-^+Or) = c-W*"1) +r+e<*<*-1> for x > 1

(2.2)

where r^ and are respectively the reflection and the transmission coefficients and

tfa (a E K) the complex square root with non-negative imaginary part. The Schrodinger

with variable mass can be reduced to the interval [0,1]. We eliminate the coefficients r*
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and Then we obtain Fourier type boundary conditions

Hq'{0) + (0) = 2iq, hip+'(0) = -i tl~q2 + 2em_(V_ - V+)V>+ (0)
V m+

tyq'ii) = i + 2em+(y+ - V-)ip~{l), hip+'( 1) - i#+(l) = -2ig.

In order to define the charge density, we assume that there exist sources at —oo and +oo

sending the electrons according to a profile G~(q) and G+(q). Hence, the charge density

is equal to
r+oo r+oo

n(x) = G~(q)\i>~(x)\2dq+ G+{q)\tp+(x)\2dq.
Jo J 0

Once the charge density is defined, the potential V solves the Poisson equation

<i'V . ,
:i? = nlx)•

with the following boundary conditions:

^(0) = v_, V(1) = V+.

3. Existence of solutions. In this section, we use the Leray-Schauder fixed point

theorem (see [14]) to prove the existence of a solution for the stationary Schrodinger with

variable mass-Poisson problem. We follow the method given in [15]. Before stating the

main theorem of this section, let us first recall the system

h2 d ( 1 dip,
- eV{x)^ =

q ,r .hv
2m± eV±+i'2 ipf ,q > 0,x e [0,1]. (3.1)

2 dx \m(x) dx

I rn

fixpq'i0) +k^q(0) = 2iq,hi/j+'(0) = -i t — q2 + 2em_(V_ - V^)^, (0) (3.2)
V TO+

tyq'i!) = i + 2em+(V+ - V_)^(l),- iqi^+ (1) = -2iq (3.3)

coupled with the Poisson problem

d2V
= »(*), (34)

V(0) = V-, V(l) = V+. (3.5)

The charge density n is given by

/>+oo /»+oo

n(x) = G~(q)\ip~{x)\2dq+ / G+(?)|^+(a:)|2(iq. (3.6)

For the sake of clarity in the sequel, we will note

/*+oo

n(x) = n~(x) + n+(x), where n±(x) = / Gr±(g)|t/'^(x)|2dg. (3.7)
Jo

Second, we assume that

• (H-l) There exist c and C > 0 such that c < m{x) < C.
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• (H-2) G~ and G+ are compactly supported functions and verify

/• + oo

G± > 0 and / G±(q)dq < oo.
Jo

Theorem 3.1. Under hypotheses (H-l)-(H-2) and when v > 0, the system (3.1)-(3.5)

admits a solution (ip^, V) such that

r/tf G H\0,1) and V € VF2'+oo(0,1).

In order to prove this theorem, we will construct the solution (ip^1 ■ V) with a fixed

point procedure. Starting with a potential V G L°°(0,1), we solve (3.1)-(3.3). We find

a solution which we note by ip^{V). Then, we define the charge density n(V) associated

to ip^{V) to which we propose a new potential noted by V*. It is computed by solving

the Poisson equation

d2V*

and verifying the boundary conditions

V*(0) = V_, V*(1) = V+.

In the sequel, we will note by T the operator transforming V into V*\

T: L°°(0,1) -► L°°(0,1)
. (3.8)

To prove that (V,ip^(V)) is a solution of the Schrodinger with variable mass-Poisson

system, we need to prove that V is a fixed point of T. For this, we apply the Leray-

Schauder fixed point theorem.

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is organized into several steps. At first, we prove that the

Schrodinger with variable mass problem admits a solution for a fixed V. In fact, the

problem (3.1)-(3.3) is equivalent to finding %p e H1(0,1) such that for all p € i?1(0,1),

we have, for ip = ip~,

h2
f Z~~T\^q 'v'dx ~

Jo m(x)

T. , q2 ihv
e(v - v-» + 2^1 + T" ip cpdx

\Izr^l2 + 2em+{V+ - V^)tpq (l)v?(l) - —^9^, (0)<p(0) = —— qp{0).
2m+ V q 2m_

(3.9)

For ip = ipt i we get

f/' * w-f2 Jo m{x) q Jo
e(V-V+)+ "' ■ ih" Ipt fdx

2 m+ 2

- ^"^(IMI) - \l~12 + 2em_(V_ - V+)ip+{0)p(0) = —qp(l). (3.10)
2m+ H 2m_ y m+ y m+

The method used to prove existence and uniqueness of ip~ (and ip+) for a given V relies

on the Fredholm alternative. The uniqueness is proven in the same spirit as in [15].

Namely, we use ip~ as a test function in (3.9) with the homogeneous right-hand side. By

taking the imaginary part, we deduce that ip~(0) = 0 which implies ip~'(0) = 0 in view
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of the homogeneous version of (3.2). Applying the Cauchy Lipschitz theorem to (3.1)

leads to = 0. The same argument obviously holds for

Now, we give the following a priori estimates.

3.a. A priori estimates. First, let us give some bounds on Choosing ip^r as a test

function in (3.9)-(3.10) and taking the imaginary part, we obtain

Rq,± + Tl± + [ \^t(x)\2dx = 1 (3-11)
1 J o

with

k\= IV^(0)-i|2,t^ =

Rl+ = |V+(1) - 1|\Tl+ =

qm+

2 rpv _ m+

qrri-

r'^Lq2 + 2em+(V+ — V_)

 q2 + 2 em_(V_ — V+)
m+

l^"(l)|2 (3.12)

+
2

1% (0)1 (3.13)

where, for a real number a, the relation \J(a)+ = Re( \fa) holds with (a)+ = max(a, 0).

Equation (3.11) with boundary conditions (3.2)-(3.3) implies

\ipq (0)| < 2, |^"'(0)1 < 2q (3.14)

|V+(1)|<2, \H+'{l)\<2q. (3.15)

Using the above estimates and a Gronwall type argument, Eq. (3.1) leads to

Lemma 3.1. Let V G L°°(0,1) and let be the solution of ((3.1)-(3.3)); then there

exists go such that Vq G [0, go] and there exists C > 0 independent of q such that

< CecVWvIU-. (3.16)

In the following, we obtain a bound on V given by

Lemma 3.2. There exists a constant M > 0 such that any V G L°°(0,1) solution of

V = aTV with a G [0,1] and where T is defined by (3.8) satisfies the inequality

||V||vi/2.~(o,i) < M- (3-17)

Proof. The proof of Lemma 3.2 follows in analogy with that of Theorem V.l in [7].

We again use as a test function in (3.9)—(3.10), but now we take the real part. This

leads to

2
I 'dx-Le(V(x) - V±) + q2 Iipq(x)\2dx < Cq,

2 m±

where C depends on h. Multiplying this inequality by G±(q) and integrating with respect

to q, we obtain

12 r+oo t-L 1 ,-L

— / / -—G±(q)\'ip±'(x)\2dxdq-e V{x)-n±{x)dx
2 Jo Jo rn[x) J0

+ eV± f n±{x)dx- f I ~—G±(q)\ipf(x)\2dxdq < C, (3.18)
Jo Jo Jo 2m±
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where ri^(x) is given by (3.7). Since G± is a compactly supported function, we have

[ I G±{q)\ipf(x)\2dxdq < C [ n±{x)dx.
Jo Jo 2m± Jo

Therefore, inequality (3.18) becomes

fc2 p+oo pi i p 1 p 1

— / —— G (q)\ip^'(x)\2dxdq — e / V(x) ■ n±(x)dx < C + C / n (x)dx.
2 Jo Jo Tn(x) Jo Jo

(3.19)
Introducing the kinetic energy density

K(x) = K~[x) + K+(x), (3.20)

where
fc2 p+oo i

K±{x) = ̂ l
inequality (3.19) takes the following form:

f K(x)dx — e f V(x) ■ n(x)dx < C + C f n{x)dx. (3.21)
Jo Jo Jo

Using the identities

d2Vn

dx2

have

?=*n(x), Vty (0) — o V~, Va(l) = aV+, (3.22)

[l K(x)dx + e f -\V;\2dx <C+ -1^(1) - V^(0)| < C + 2-||VX~(o,i). (3-23)
Jo Jo V ° a

The compactness of the support of G± and the bound of — (see hypothesis (H-l)) leads

to the following estimate:

r 1 /*+oo

K±(x)dx>C G±(q)Uf'(x)\\l2m)dq. (3.24)
J 0 Jo

Now, let us use estimates (3.14), (3.15) and the following relation between and ip^1 :

%2(x) = + 2 [ i/j~'(u)xp-(u)du,ip+2(x) = Ipf2{l) - 2 f ip+'(u)ip+(u)du.
Jo J x

Then, we obtain

c||^llioc(0li) -c,

for which inequality (3.24) becomes

pi p+oo / p+oo \

K±(x)dx>C G±(q)U^\\2Loo{0tl)dq-C' \C'= CJ G±(q)dqj . (3.25)

y n± verify

p + OO

(0,1) < / G±(q)\\^fLao{01)dq,
Jo

inequality (3.25) gives

f K±{x)dx>C\\n±\\Loo{0il)-C'. (3.26)
Jo

Moreover, as the charge density n± verify

r+00

lln±llL~(
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As Va is a solution of the Poisson problem, we have

1 C
"IIKIIw1'00^,!) ^ —II^t||w2,oo(0)1) < C||n||Loo(0jl).

Hence, for K, inequality (3.26) becomes

/JO
K(x)dx> -11^11^1,00(0,!) -c.

In view of (3.23), this leads to

~llKllw1.°°(o,i) + ~Wo\\2l*(o,i) < C+ ~II^IIl~(o,i)- (3.27)

In the above estimate, we notice non-homogeneity between the left- and the right-hand

sides. This is due to the nonlinear character of the system. Our purpose is to obtain

a cr-independent bound. Indeed, a Gagliarolo-Nirenberg interpolation result (see [16])

leads to

rau~(o,i) < ^iiv^ii^0jl)iiv^ii^?.oo(0,1).

Applying Young inequality (see [16]), we have

ll^ll^'o,=0(0,!) <^11^11^)+ 011^11^^.

Hence, under these previous manipulations, estimate (3.27) becomes

"tIIKIIw'."^,!) + - 11^11^(0,1)
<7

<c + §IIv;h^0iI) + 2i|v2ii^..(0i1).

Since the parameter a is in [0,1], we obtain a cr-independent bound

CIIV'I^.-^!) - c\\v'Ci,~i0A) + c\\v'\\l2{0>1) - C||V'lu^o,!) - c\\vf£0l) < c.

Therefore, this estimate implies the bound of V in W2'°°(0,1) and then Lemma 3.2 is

proved.

As a consequence of this result, even V*(— TV) solution of the Poisson problem is

bounded in W2'°°(0,1). □

5.6. Compactness and continuity.

Lemma 3.3. The operator T, defined by (3.8), is a continuous and compact operator on

L°°( 0,1).

Proof. We first deduce from Lemma 3.1 regularities and properties of the Poisson

equation that the image of a bounded set of L°°(0,1) is a bounded set of jy2'°°(0,1). This

proves compactness. To prove continuity, let Vj be a converging sequence in L°°(0,1).

Let V be its limit. Then, we denote by

(^)j = V^OO). ni =

Since T is compact, we deduce after a possible extraction of a sequence that V*(= TVj)

converges strongly in L°°(0,1) toward a limit V*. Our purpose is to prove that V* = TV.

This incidentally will prove that there is no need to extract a sub-sequence. Since for
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any given q, (ipf)j and rij are respectively bounded in i/x(0,1) and L°°(0,1), we have

after a possible extraction that

(tpf)j —* ^(0,1) strong, rij —» n L°°(0,1) weak*.

'4 of nPassing to the limit in (3.1)—(3.3), we easily deduce that the limit ipf of (ipf)j is nothing

but ip^{V). The uniqueness of the limit implies that the entire sequence converges. Using

the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, we deduce that

r+oo /*+oo

lim / G±(q)\(^)j\2dq= / G±{q)\^\2dq.3~>+°°J 0 v J0

We can now pass to the limit in

-V*" = rij, with Vj{0) = VL and V,(l) = V+,

which leads to

-V*" = n, with V(0) = V- and V(l) = V+.

This leads to the end of the proof.

Finally, using Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, we can apply the Leray-Schauder Fixed

Point Theorem to T, which implies the existence of a solution. This ends the proof of

Theorem 3.1. □

4. Semi-classical limit. Our purpose in this section is to pass to the limit h to

zero in the Schrodinger with variable mass problem (3.1)-(3.3) and to obtain the kinetic

model on the quantum region (Q). Due to the lack of estimates induced by turning

points, here we shall prove the result only when the electric potential V is given and

regular and when the absorption u is strictly positive and fixed. This semi-classical limit

is introduced and is formally studied in [17].

Before we start with the main theorem of this section, we define the Wigner transform

(see [18]). In general case, for all ip G L2(R) and <j> G L2(R), we denote by

Wh[ip,cf>\ = drt,V(x,p) e M2, (4.1)

where " • " denotes the complex conjugation. Moreover, when if) = tf>, we note by Wh[ip\ =

Wh[tp, %p\. Then, following [10], we introduce the space of test-functions

A= {ip = <p(x,p)/J:p(ip)(x,r}) £ L1(M7?;C([0,l]a:))}, (4.2)

where Tp is the Fourier transform with respect to p:

1 /,+°° ■
Fp(<p(x,ri)) = — J eir,py(x,p)dp.

The norm on A is defined by

p+oo

sup \J-(ip(x, rj))\drjJJ —C-oo zE(0,l)

and in the sequel we will denote by A' the dual space of A.
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As treated in [19], we shall assume the following nonresonance hypothesis on the

electrostatic potential

Hypothesis (H)

• In case V_ > V+In case V- > V+, we suppose V'(x) < 0 in [1 — <5o, 1].

In case V- < V+. we suppose V'(x) > 0 in [0, <5o] -

Theorem 4.1. Let ip^, the solution of the problem (3.1)—(3.3), be bounded in L°°(0,1)

with to £ C2(0,1) and V G C2(0,1) and satisfying Hypothesis (H). We assume v > 0

fixed. We also define 0 as a C°° compactly supported function identically equal to 1 in

a neighborhood of [0,1]. Then, for (n,p) € [0,1] x R, the Wigner function

r+oo r+oo

u>h{x,p) = G+(q)Wh[Oijj^](x,p)dq + / G~ (q)Wh[Oip~](x,p)dq
Jo Jo

(4.3)

converges in A! weakly *, when h goes to zero, toward the unique solution / of (Pum)

If ~~ If % + vf = 0 on[M],
J(0,p) = G~(p), /(1, -p) = G+{p), p > 0,

(Vu,

where 6 = 2m(x) ~ e^(x)'s total energy.

2

Remark 4.1. The total energy £(x,p) = 2Z(x) ~ e^(x) conserved along the char-

acteristic curves defined by

d% = Pif) dp = p2 m'jxjt)) ,

dt m{x{t)Y dt 2 m2{x{t)) { K

Before proving the theorem, let us first begin by showing some technical estimates.

4- a. Estimates.

Lemma 4.1. Let V be in C2(0,1); then there exists a constant C > 0 independent of

V, g, and k such that

11^11^(0,1) < Cy/q, < cVq{qn+1}>

11^" 11^(0,1) < g^2+1)' e R+-

Proof. Since is a solution of the Schrodinger with variable mass problem (3.1)-

(3.3), it verifies the weak formulations (3.9)-(3.10). Considering as a test function

and taking the imaginary part given by (3.11), we obtain for u > 0

IIV£|Il»(o,i) < C<1-

Prom the Schrodinger with variable mass and using the bound of to, we deduce that

n/±"h ^r,v/9(9+1)
\\% IIl»(o,i) ̂ C J~2 •
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c&se 1 Case 2

2
E =  «V_

=

Fig. 1. The two cases

Now, we take the real part of the formulation (3.9)^(3.10):

h2 rl 1 rl

I
v r1
2

e^-^+2^I

(P"
e(V-V+)+ 9

|V\, (ar)|arfar = -^glra(^ (0)),

(4.4)

2m4
l^g" (x)\2dx = --^-qlm{ip+(l)).

(4.5)

Then, using the estimates on ipq (0) and ip+( 1) given by (3.14)—(3.15), we obtain

Hf\\L>(0,i)<cVq{qh+1).

In the following, let us give some L°°-bound on ipq and xp~. □

Lemma 4.2. Let V be in C2(0,1) and satisfy Hypothesis (H). Then the following esti-

mates hold:

I^J(1)|2 < Cq k2Ua'\\l~ < Cq{l + q)
1 9 ~ J\q2 +2em-{V+ -V„)\ " 9"L ~

  ft2|U/l+'||2'<(0)l £ ^ + WV--^)I" " Ut K" " C?(1 +5)-

Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we will only prove the estimate for ip~. We first

recall that in view of the boundary condition (3.2) and expression (3.11), we have

\i>q (0)| < 2, \hil>-'m<2q.

To look for the bound of ip~ and ip~ at x — 1, we distinguish two cases. This is

illustrated in Figure 1.

Case 1. The term \Jq2 + 2em_(V+ — V_) £ 1R+. In view of the boundary condition

(3.3) and expressions (3.11), (3.12), and (3.13), we have

W~(l)\2<-= °qn/ , h2|V"'(1)|2 < Cq^q* + 2em_(V+ - V_).
y/qz + 2em_(V+ - V_)
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v'(l)<0 v' (1) = 0

-«v_

0

-€ V_

0

Fig. 2. Behavior of potential in neighborhood of x = 1

Case 2. The term \Jq2 + 2em_(Vr+ — V_) € «R+. We multiply (3.1) by and we

take the real part. After some algebra, we obtain the following equation on IV^I2-

k2 d ( 1 d\ipq |2

2 dx \ m(x) dx
= 2

J2

q' + e(V_ - V(x))
2m-

2

wr+ssjl*'!*-
Due to the fact that the second term of the right-hand side is non-negative and that

1 /m(x) is bounded, we get the following inequality:

Ch2(|V>-|2)" > (ey_ - eV(x) - ) |V>-|2. (4.6)

Let us denote by

l = -q2 + 2em_(VL - V+) > 0.

Inequality (4.6) becomes

C_
h2

Besides, the boundary condition (3.2) at x = 1 yields

(|Vg2)" > ¥(l + 2em_(V+ - V(x)))|V-|2. (4.7)

(|^-|2)'(1) = ~ 2em+(F+ - V_)|^"|2(l) < 0. (4.8)

In order to solve (4.7)-(4.8), we have to bound the right-hand side of inequality (4.7).

Under Hypothesis (H), we distinguish the case where V'(l) < 0 and the case where

V'(l) = 0. This can be illustrated in Figure 2.

In the case when V'(l) < 0, there exists So > 0 such that Vx G [1 — <5o], (4.7) verifies

(h/>"| 2)">C~\^~\2. (4.9)

Solving the above differential inequality with condition (4.8), we obtain

\ipg(x)\2 > on [1 - S0, 1].

Now, integrating with respect to x in [1 — 5o, 1], we get

60\ipq (l)\2 < \i>~ {l)\2 [ e~c^(x~l)dx < f \ip~(x)\2dx <Cq.
J 1—do J 0

Consequently, the estimate for \ipq(l)\2 holds in this case.
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In case V'{\) = 0, as V is continuous, we have

Ve > o, 3ri > 0 s.t. \x — 1| < r] and \eV+ — eV(x)\ < e.

Using Taylor series expansion, we have the following estimate:

|eU+ - eV(x)\ < eWV^L°° (x - l)2.

It suffices then that e^v \x — 1|2 < to get \x — 1| < C\fl. Then, there exists an

interval of length %/i, for which the estimate holds.

We group the results and get the following estimate on (1):

IV\T(1)|2 < / ^'Cl i^l^a (1)|2 < Cq\J\cp- + 2em_(Vr+ — V_)|,
1 q ~ vV + 2em_(U+ -U_)| 1 q Wl ~ V H K + ;I

(4.10)
where C does not depend on either q or h. Then, the first estimate of the lemma holds.

Let us now introduce the function

G(x) = \^~'(x)\2 + ~eV- + eV(x)^j |Re^(x)|2.

Using the Schrodinger with variable mass equation (3.1), we have

h2rn'(/ /
G'(x) = eV'(x)\Reip-{x)\2 + |Re^ (x)|2 + hvReip~ (x)lmip~{x).

Since ||^~||l2(o,i) <C^fq and h2\\ip~ |||2(01) < Cq(q + 1) (see Lemma 4.1), then

IIG" II z,i (0,1) — Cq(q + !)•

Moreover, (4.10) implies the estimate

|G(1)| < Cq(l + q).

Consequently, G(x)(= - f* G'(t)dt + G(l)) is bounded in L°° by Cq( 1 + q). Let now,

a point xm S [0,1] on which | Reip~ (ac) | achieves its maximum. If xm = 0 or Xm = 1,

then

fi2|Re^'(a;M)|2 < Cq(l + q).

If xm € [0,1], then Ret/*" (xm) = 0. Using the Schrodinger with variable mass equation

(3.1), we deduce that

 eV- + eV(xm)| | Re^~(a:M)|2 < Cq(l + q),

which implies in view of the bound on G that

h21 Reip-'(xM)\2 < Cq( 1 + q).

Hence in all cases we have

sup ft2| Re^~ (;r)|2 < G</(1 + g).
®€[0,1]

The same manipulation can be done by considering the imaginary part and this finally

yields

< Cq(l + q).
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This ends the proof.

□

4-b. Property of Wigner transform. In the sequel, we shall denote the Wigner trans-

form Wh associated to ip^ by different expressions:

W± = W±{q,x,p) = W^(:x,p) = Wh[0^}(x,p)

and its limit by

W± = W±(q,x,p) = W^(x,p).

Lemma 4.3. There exists W± > 0 in L^C(K+; A') such that £ L°°(K;j~; .A') and

after a possible extraction, we have

wt W±
h " in L°°{R+-A') weak*.

(1 + q) h^o (1 + q)

Proof. Let Q be a test function in A. We have

»1 /*+oo

C)( nr r>^Li ^Q(x, p)Wg,± (x, p)dxdp
' 0 J —oo

"1 /> + oo

< ^ J fp{Q(x, n))Chpt Oipg (z - ^ dxdr] < IIQIUH^'"2q IIL2'

As is bounded in L2(0,1), is bounded in A'. A direct consequence is that jj+gj

is bounded in L°°(IR+; „4') and there exists a sub-sequence (also denoted by h) which

converges to in A') weak*. □

Remark 4.2. In order to lighten the already heavy notation, we note (±) = (x±

|?7) and analogously for 0(±) and m(±).

4-c. Proof of Theorem 4.1. To pass to the semiclassical limit in problem (3.1)—(3.2), we

proceed analogously to [19]. We shall see that new difficulties arise because the effective

mass is not constant. A long but straightforward computation leads to the following

identity:

P eWr"%p) = £rt(x,P)-
m(x) dx

m'(x)
P 2, , - V

mz(x)

+

2-rrm(x)

i

2n m(x)

wgn,±(x>p)

(2m^~eV±S)J eir>Psh{m)Oipq(+)Oipf(-)dr)

/+oo  
e^pSh(mV)0^(+)0^(-)dV,

-oo

(4.11)

where

rfap) = —^- lm(Wn{0"ipf, O^}), r2n(x,p) = -^ Im(Wh[0'^f ,0^})
ifl(XJ TYXyX )

r\{x,p) = -h^^lm(Wh[0'^,0ipf])
'(x)
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and

6ft(mV) = m(+)V(+)-m(-)V(-)| ^ y(i) =

5h(m) =

Let Q(x,p) be a function test in A. Multiplying (4.11) by Q and integrating with respect

to (x,p) in [0,1] x M, we obtain

f1 f+°° p dWK±
/ / Q(x,p)—r^—^—(x,p)dxdp

Jo J-oo m(x) dx

r\ r+oc 5

= / / y2rh(x,p)Q{x,p)dxdp
JO J-oo -=1

+ [ [ Q{x,p) fp—j—r ~ A Wq'±(x,p)dr]dxdp
Jo J—oo \ J

- ir Gfc -eVi) I /_„

+ 2n

■ r- i |.+oo Q/ N /.+00  

— / / —-1— / elvpri(mVy (x)Oip* (+)Oip^ (~)di]dxdp,
JO J — oo Tfl\X) J—oo

(4.12)

where

p+oo^ r+0° .  

rh(x'P) = 2nm{X) J elvPish{mV) - r/(mV)']0^(+)0V^(-)^

^(^P) = ~2nm(x) (2ml ~ eVr±) / - r?m'(a;)]C^(+)C,^qt(-)^-

Afterward, we integrate by parts the first member of Eq. (4.12) and we multiply the

resulting identity by a second function test S(q) € L1(M+,(1 + q)dq). Once more, we

integrate with respect to q. This leads to the following identity:

+ ((2^1 ~eV± + eV^) + eV'^) ^p~") Q^p)dxdv) s^)d(i

r+oc / /•! />+oo / 5 \ \

= Jo \Jo J 1 ̂ r^x,pS> j Q(x>p)dxdpj s((i)d<i-

(4.13)

Now we pass to the limit in each member of (4.13). For the first term of the left-hand

side of (4.13), we use the following lemma:

Lemma 4.4. Let ip^ be a solution of (3.1)—(3.3); then the following asymptotics hold in

the strong L°° topology:

1) i) ip~(hr]) = eiqv + r~e~iqTI + o(l),
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ii) </,-(! + fi,) = t'(e' + 0(1)),

(2) i) <(M = + 0(1,),
ii) Vg"(l + ^7?) = e l9T? + r+e+lqv + o(l),

where o(l) is uniform when (q,r]) lie in a bounded set.

Proof. We shall just give the details of 1-i). The other expansions follow in analogy.

The proof relies on stability results for differential equations. First, we note

<Ph(v) = il>q(hv),Uh{ri) = V(hr)) and Mh{rj) = m{hr]).

Then, let

5h{r1) = ^-{hrl)-e^ ~r-e-^.

Using (3.2), it verifies

5h(0) - ^(0) = 0.

Straightforward algebra leads to

1 s„ <72-0* =
2mi h 2rri]

Since Un (resp. Mn) converges uniformly to V\ (resp. m\) on bounded intervals and since

M'h(ri) = hm'(hri), then 5n converges in L°° weak* to the unique solution of

f = -nLSI 2mi u 2miu

| <5(0) = <5'(0) = 0.

<5 = 0. Moreover, 5'^ is bounded in L°° which proves that the convergence to zero of 8n

holds in L°° strong. Then the proof ends. □

Now, let us give the following result:

LEMMA 4.5. Let S(q) be a test function in L1(]R+, (1 + q)dq). We assume that <2(0,p)

vanishes for non-positive p's and Q(l,p) vanishes for positive p's. Then, when h tends

to zero, we have

i) Lim^o Jo °° /R ̂ IQ{0,p)W^~(0,p)S{q)dpdq = /0+°° ̂ <2(0, q)S(q)dq,

ii) Lim^0/0+O° fs ^Q(l,p)Wqn>~(l,p)S(q)dpdq = 0,

iii) Lim^o f0+°° fR ̂ Q(0,p)Wgn'+(0,p)S(q)dpdq = 0,

iv) Lim^o j0+°° fR ̂ -Q(l,p)W£'+(l,p)S(q)dpdq = - /0+°° ̂ Q( 1, ~q)S(q)dq.

Proof. We use the same technique that is shown to prove Lemma B.l in [19]. We just

prove i). The proof of the other terms is similar. We start from

r+°° r+°° n

/ /  Q{0,p)W^~{0,p)S{q)dpdq
Jo J—oo

= b /I L I £e(0'fle'"0^ (jl) ("5") S(q)dr,iviq,
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and replace %pq (^rj) by its asymptotic expression el%v + rq e + o(l) for rj < 0. This

leads to

Qr?) Ow~ (~v) = e-iqr> + 2Re(r") + |r"|2e^ + o{ 1).

Hence

C+oo /*+oo

Lim
r+o° r+°° „

o /  Q(0,p)W£'~ (Q,p)S(q)dpdq
J 0 J — oo Wl—

-t r+oo r+OC r+OC

= Limft_,o — / / / -^-Q(0,p)e^[e-^ + 2Re(r-) + |r-|2e^]5(g)Ci7?dpCig.
J — oo J—oo Jo TH—

(4.14)

To rigorously prove this equality, we use the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem.

Indeed, Lemma 4.2 implies that the integrand of the left-hand side of (4.14) is bounded.

Using the back Fourier transform with respect to r/ and noticing that Q(0,p) vanishes

for non-positive p's, we get

/> + 00 /> + 00

Linift.

/■ + OO ^ + oo

o / / -^Q(0,p)W9ft--(0,p)S(9)dpd<z
</ 0 J — oo Wl—

/•+00 r+OO

Limft_,o / S(g) [Q(0,<?) - |r"|2Q(0,-<?)]dg = /  Q(0,q)S{q)dq.
Jo m- Jo m-

This ends the proof of Lemma 4.5. □

For the second integral term of the left-hand side of (4.13), we use Lemma 4.3, where

Wf^ converges to W±, Lj^c(IR+; A') weak*. We obtain

Lim/j
JI

1

of f (W?<Hx,p)-W?(x,p))
J R+ J [0,1] xR

p d

[0,1] xR 9 " \m( x)dx

eV± + eV(x)Sj + eV'(x)J Q(x,p)S(q)dxdpdq = 0.
\2 m±

But for the right-hand side of (4.13), we use the following lemma:

Lemma 4.6.

rl r+oo

/ / rlh(x,p)Q(x,p)dxdp—>0 for allz = 1,2,3,4,5.
Jo J-oo h^°

Proof. Since \\%\\l2(0A) < Cq,h2\\ip± |!|2((U) < Cq{q + 1) and O = 1 on [0,1], we

have

/ o J R

Then for i = 4, 5, we write

nr\(x,p)Q(x,p)dxdp—>0 i = 1,3.
, fi^o

/ / rh(xiP)Q(x,P)dxdP= / / fp(Q{x,v))Sh(x,V,q)dxdp
Jo J R -/0 w/r
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where we set by

Si{x,V,q) = - v(™V)']Oipq (+)Orpf(—),

q J-P   I

Sh(x>V,q) = -vm'{x)]0^q (+)Oi/>f{~).

Using the bound of in L2(0,1) and that

Sn(mV) — Tj(mV)' —> 0, 5n(m) — rjm'(x) —> 0,
h—>0 h—>0

we apply Lemma A.l in [19] to r\ (i = 4, 5). We obtain

pi /» + oo

/ / rlh(x,p)Q(x,p)dxdp—> 0, VQ £ C^°(R,R) for i — 4,5.
Jo J- oo h^°

Consequently, simultaneous for %jj~ and , (4.13) converges to the following formula-

tions:

I
+0° a f1 f+oc ( v d

 Q{0,q)S(q)dq+ / W (x,p) '
o m- ' Jo J-oo 9 ' \m{x) dx

+  eV- +e^(x)^j + eV'(x)^J Q{x,p)S(q)dxdpdq = 0,

(4.15)

r+°° q f1 f+°°„r+, J P d
p i-oo pL p-roo

/  Q(l,-q)S(q)dq+ / / W+(x,p)
J 0 m+ JO J-oo ^m(x) dx

+  e^+ + eV(a:)^ "^y + eV'(x)\ ~ ^ Q(x,p)S(q)dxdpdq = 0.

(4.16)

We remark that these formulations are nothing but the weak expression of the following

problem

9 ( P + ((t~-4V±- F(x)) + e7'(x)) ^ + vW± = 0,
dx \m(x) q J \\2m± J m(x) J dp

(4.17)

W~(0,p) = 6(p-q), W~{l,-p) = 0, p> 0, (4.18)

W+(0,p) = 0, W+{l,-p)=6{-p + q), p> 0. (4.19)

The purpose is to get the problem (Vum)- So, first of all, we must remove dependence

on q by analyzing the support of W^. This will be done using the following lemma: □

Lemma 4.7. The support of associated to is included in C*, where

C*1 = {(x,p) £ ]0,1 [ xl such that —— eV(x) — — eV± \ .
; J 1 2m(x) v ' 2m± J

Before we state the proof, we define the operator T*,iL

T*'* = T*^ - v, (4.20)
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with

= _E» + (7 JL - eV± + eV(x)) ̂  + eV(x>)
m(x) ox \\2m± J m(x) J op

Proof. As mentioned above, here we prove only the inclusion for W~. Our purpose

is to prove that supp W~ C C~, which is equivalent to showing for all ^ £ ~D([0,1],R)

such that *3/ = 0 in the neighborhood of C~, we have

(W-,«)p',x> = 0.

For this, let us denote by ip the solution of the following equation

T*~(<p) = $ (4.21)

with the boundary conditions

<p(0,p) = 0, for p < 0, y(l,p)=0, for p > 0. (4.22)

We recall that T*'~ is defined by (4.20). But, as W~ is a solution of (4.17)—(4.18), then

in the sense of duality, where (p is considered as a test function, we get

{W-,T*'-<p)-^-<p(0,q) = 0. (4.23)

In this formulation, it is readily seen that it suffices to prove </?(0,p) = 0 in the neigh-

borhood of p — q. However, (4.23) cannot be used immediately because ip is not in

C1([0,1] xR). To overcome this difficulty, we regularize ip by a convolution procedure

tpe = ge* <p, where ge is a non-negative C°° approximation of the Dirac measure. For e

small, ipe satisfy (4.23) and

T*~p>e ^ in C°oc.

Now, we prove <p(0,p) = 0 in neighborhood of the point p = q. Let

G(x,p) = g (m(x) (^ - eV(x) - ~ + eV-

where g is a function in C°° such that g{t) = 1 in the neighborhood of the point t = 0

and suppg C [—a,a], for a small a > 0. The function G verifies = 0. It satisfies

Tq'~G = 0. Then G<p is a solution of the following system:

T*'~(Gip) = 0

Gip(0,p) = 0, p < 0

^G<p{l,p) = 0, p > 0

and the Gip = 0. Using that G(0,p) = 1 in the neighborhood of the point p = q, we have

tp(0,p) = 0 in the neighborhood of the point p = q.

As a consequence of the previous lemma, we replace the term

(jL-e{v±-V{x)))^M+eV'(x)) by ( <?,, mJX> + eV'(x)).
\2m± J m(x) J ' \2m(x) m{x) )
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Formulations (4.15) and (4.16) become

r%,)swt /" rV(*,p)(-f.A+(£^
Jo m~ Jo J-oo \m(x) dx \ 2 m^x)

+ eV'(x)J — i^j Q{x,p)S(q)dxdpdq = 0 (4.24)

+°° 1 r\i fl f+°° ijt+, ( V d (P2 m'(x)
r+oo rL r+oo

/  Q(l,-q)S(q)dq + / / W+(x,p)
Jo m+ Jo J~oo m(x) dx \ 2 m2(x)

+ eV'(x)*j — — Q(x,p)S(q)dxdpdq — 0. (4.25)

2

Rewritten in terms of the energy £ = 2m(x) ~ e^an<^ removing the derivation on

W^-, these formulations are nothing but the weak formulation of the following problem:

seawl _aeewt + i/W± = 0_
dp dx dx dp q

Wg{0,p) = 6(p-q), W~(l,-p)=0, p> 0

W+(0,p) = 0, W+(l,-p) = 5(-p + q), p> 0.

Since G±(q) defined by (H-2) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 4.5, we can take it as a

function test in formulations (4.24) and (4.25), which implies, using the result of Lemma

4.3, that / defined by

r+oo r+cc

f(x,p)= G+(q)Wj~(x,p)dq+ G~(q)W~(x,p)dq
Jo Jo

is noting but the limit of the Wigner function wn (defined by (4.3)) in A! weak*. Moreover,

it verifies
d£d£_d£di

dp dx dx dp

with the standard inflow boundary conditions

r+oo r+oo

f(0,p)= G+(q)Wq+(0,p)dq+ G-(q)W-(0,p)dq = G-(p)
Jo Jo

and
r+oo r + oo

f(l,-p)= G+(q)W+(l,p)dq+ G-(q)W-(l,-p)dq = G+(p).
Jo Jo

This completes the proof of the main theorem of this paper. □

5. Conclusion. The purpose of the present paper was to investigate the properties

of an effective electron mass in a semiconductor device where quantum effects cannot be

neglected. In a quantum region of such device, we require a more sophisticated model

to take into account the variation of effective mass. For this, we have described such

a suitable mathematical model: the Schrodinger with variable mass. A natural work

was a mathematical analysis of this model in the case where the electric potential is self-

consistent. Finally, we have studied the semiclassical limit of this model which leads to its

corresponding kinetic model. Both of these models, the quantum and the kinetic one, will
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probably constitute significant models to describe a far-from equilibrium transport in a

resonant tunneling diode, particularly when we couple them under appropriate interface

conditions.
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